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In the history of Chinese literature, Zheng Chaozong was mentioned by few
people.When he studied in Tsinghua university,Zheng Chaozong composed
some essays onTsinghua weekly , This Human worldandThe cosmic windwhich was
edited by Lin Yutang. He was appointed by Sa Bendong in Xiamen university as an
English teacher in 1938. After that ,he was in Chinese department of Xiamen
university.Unfortunately, he was unjustifiably labeled as “Rightist” in1957, to be
rehabilitated after two decades.
He was brilliant, andskillful at languages ,such as English, Chinese,and had wide
range of interests.However, hemade rich achievements inprosecreation ,academic
research,novelcriticism ,old style poetry and translations.His super achievements is
prose and “Qian’studies”But for some reasons, Zheng and his literary works did not
get enough attention from academic circle. We didn’t make any systematic study of
Zheng Chaozong’s biography and literature Activities. Based on the collection of
historical data, this paper first introduces the life experiences of Zheng Chaozong
completely. And with the research of his prose creation, “Qian’studies”, novel
criticism and other works, this paper is attempt to To expand its influence in Chinese
modern literature, in the hope that more peoplecan make an attention and studyon him.
Text as outlined below:
This paper consists of five chapters. First, introduceZheng’s life experience,
explore how his personal experience, as well as the association with friends,
influenced his creation.Second,analyzeZheng Chaozong's prose creation,and
summarize its stage characteristics.He has his own style. Point the prose style
is”combination of pure and careful, emotion and reason”,which was affected by
Tsinghua’s tradition. Third, analyze the history and content of Zheng Chaozong's
“Qian’studies”， and illustrate the significance of “Qian’studies”.Fourth, summarize
Zheng’s novel criticism and poetry idea,and illustrate its academic value.Finally,make
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1942 年到 1943 年夏，郑朝宗和钱锺书相识不到两年便天涯相隔。1948 年，





1979 年，郑朝宗北上参加全国第 4 次文代会。钱锺书通过周振甫将《管锥
编》样稿交给郑朝宗，嘱他写篇评论。之后，两人联系书信不断。1980 年，郑
朝宗的《研究古代文艺批评方法论上的一种范例——读<管锥编>和<旧文四篇>》
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